WHAT IS MOOZICORE?

Moozicore is a revolutionary Background
Music Service for Businesses where music is
essential for customers.
Our service transforms background music into
an interactive customer-sourced playlist.
Unlike Spotify, Tidal or any other non-commercial
services, Moozicore will be fully licensed and
legal for busineses of all kinds. Our solution
gives business owners control over the playlists
and a better experience for its customers, with
the opportunity to let them engage with the
music right from their smartphones.

THE MARKET

CHD Expert 2017 Report shows that there were
over 700.700 venues in operation across the
U.S. when the background music is essential for
customers:
· 647.000 restaurants
· 62.602 bars, taverns and nightclubs
· 38.477 health and fitness clubs
When music that the customer appreciate is
played in a public place, it can make him or her:
re-visit, stay longer, recommend the place to
others and buy more.

BURN PROGRAM MZG TOKEN

10% of all revenue generated via in-app
payments will be the reference for the buyback
amount of MZG tokens from exchanges.
The result of the buyback process will be
burning MZG tokens and removing them from
circulation forever, wich also improve the value
of MZG tokens.

THE APP & BEACON

With the moozicore mobile app patrons control
music in venues by voting, adding, sharing or
picking songs.
When a customers are near a venue with
Moozicore, our beacon device send them a push
notification: “Hello, your favorite song has been
added to our playlist!” We let them knowwhich
venue use Moozicore so they can choose there
own music. So a customer is happy, checks-in to
the location, votes in the app and shares his or
her experience with friends!

LAUNCHES
2019 1Q. » launch in the U.S.A
2019 3Q. » launch in Japan
2020 1Q. » launch in China

EXCHANGES

Not revealed

ALLOCATION OF TOKENS
Converted MZI:
147 millions MZG

Moozicore
team

147 millions MZG

User growth

5 millions MZG

Public sale

498 millions MZG

Referral &
bounty
campaign

197 millions MZG

